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Title: Photograph of yarn being washed at Callaway Mills, LaGrange, Troup County, Georgia, ca. 1930.
Identifier: trp250
Publisher: Georgia State University Library, Special Collections
Contributor: Georgia Division of Archives and History
Temporal Coverage: ca. 1930
Spatial Coverage: LaGrange, Troup Co., GA
Creator: unknown
Lesson: The Uprising of '34
Description: LaGrange, ca. 1930. Interior of one of the Callaway Mills showing yarn being washed.
Rights: Copyright held by Vanishing Georgia, Georgia Division of Archives and History, Office of Secretary of State
Size: unknown
Source: Vanishing Georgia
Subject: Textile worker's strike; southern states; 1934; textile workers--labor unions--southern states; strikes and lockouts--textile industry--southern states; textile industry--southern states.
Note: n/a
Resource Type: photograph

Created by Georgia State University Library's Special Collections Department in collaboration with the College of Education's Middle/Secondary Instruction and Technology program.
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Title: Photograph of a worker beside machinery in a cotton mill, LaGrange, Troup County, Georgia, ca. 1930.
Identifier: trp251
Publisher: Georgia State University Library, Special Collections
Contributor: Georgia Division of Archives and History
Temporal Coverage: ca. 1930
Spatial Coverage: LaGrange, Troup Co., GA
Creator: Davis, Snelson (Lagrange, Ga.)
Lesson: The Uprising of '34
Description: LaGrange, Troup County, ca. 1930. Worker standing beside some of the machinery in a cotton mill. Spools of thread are being woven at the right. At left note bins filled with spools of thread.
Rights: Copyright held by Vanishing Georgia, Georgia Division of Archives and History, Office of Secretary of State
Size: unknown
Source: Vanishing Georgia
Subject: Textile worker's strike; southern states; 1934; textile workers--labor unions--southern states; strikes and lockouts--textile industry--southern states; textile industry--southern states.
Note: n/a
Resource Type: photograph
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Title: Photograph of employees standing weaving machinery at one of the Callaway Mills, LaGrange, Troup County, Georgia, ca. 1930.
Identifier: trp252
Publisher: Georgia State University Library, Special Collections
Contributor: Georgia Division of Archives and History
Temporal Coverage: ca. 1930
Spatial Coverage: LaGrange, Troup Co., GA
Creator: unknown
Lesson: The Uprising of '34
Description: LaGrange, ca. 1930. Two employees standing beside machinery that is weaving mats at one of the Callaway Mills. Finished mats seen hanging above machinery.
Rights: Copyright held by Vanishing Georgia, Georgia Division of Archives and History, Office of Secretary of State
Size: unknown
Source: Vanishing Georgia
Subject: Textile worker's strike; southern states; 1934; textile workers--labor unions--southern states; strikes and lockouts--textile industry--southern states; textile industry--southern states.
Note: n/a
Resource Type: photograph

Title: Photograph of the interior of a cotton mill showing fabric being woven, Troup county, Georgia, ca 1927.
Identifier: trp255
Publisher: Georgia State University Library, Special Collections
Contributor: Georgia Division of Archives and History
Temporal Coverage: ca. 1927
Spatial Coverage: LaGrange, Troup Co., GA
Creator: Davis, Snelson (Lagrange, Ga.)
Lesson: The Uprising of '34
Description: Troup County, ca. 1927. Interior of a cotton mill showing fabric being woven. Note the machinery and the spools of thread.
Rights: Copyright held by Vanishing Georgia, Georgia Division of Archives and History, Office of Secretary of State
Size: unknown
Source: Vanishing Georgia
Subject: Textile worker's strike; southern states; 1934; textile workers--labor unions--southern states; strikes and lockouts--textile industry--southern states; textile industry--southern states.
Note: n/a
Resource Type: photograph

Created by Georgia State University Library's Special Collections Department in collaboration with the College of Education's Middle/Secondary Instruction and Technology program.
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Title: Photograph of workers at the Troup County Warehouse receiving and tagging bales of cotton, LaGrange, Troup County, Georgia, ca. 1927.
Identifier: trp277
Publisher: Georgia State University Library, Special Collections
Contributor: Georgia Division of Archives and History
Temporal Coverage: ca. 1927
Spatial Coverage: LaGrange, Troup Co., GA
Creator: unknown
Lesson: The Uprising of '34
Description: LaGrange, ca. 1927. Black workers at the Troup County Warehouse receiving and tagging bales of cotton coming into the warehouse. The warehouse was located on Main Street. The site is now occupied by Skinner's and the Town Theatre.
Rights: Copyright held by Vanishing Georgia, Georgia Division of Archives and History, Office of Secretary of State
Size: unknown
Source: Vanishing Georgia
Subject: Textile worker’s strike; southern states; 1934; textile workers--labor unions--southern states; strikes and lockouts--textile industry--southern states; textile industry--southern states.
Note: n/a
Resource Type: photograph

Created by Georgia State University Library's Special Collections Department in collaboration with the College of Education's Middle/Secondary Instruction and Technology program.
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Title: Photograph of workers at the Troup County Warehouse sampling bales of cotton, LaGrange, Troup County, Georgia, ca. 1927
Identifier: trp278
Publisher: Georgia State University Library, Special Collections
Contributor: Georgia Division of Archives and History
Temporal Coverage: ca. 1927
Spatial Coverage: LaGrange, Troup Co., GA
Creator: unknown
Lesson: The Uprising of ’34
Description: LaGrange, ca. 1927. Black workers at the Troup County Warehouse located on Main Street in the process of sampling the bales of cotton. Samples of cotton were cut out of each bale so that the cotton could be graded. This site is now occupied by Skinner’s and the Town Theatre.
Rights: Copyright held by Vanishing Georgia, Georgia Division of Archives and History, Office of Secretary of State
Size: unknown
Source: Vanishing Georgia
Subject: Textile worker’s strike; southern states; 1934; textile workers--labor unions--southern states; strikes and lockouts--textile industry--southern states; textile industry--southern states.
Note: n/a
Resource Type: photograph

Created by Georgia State University Library's Special Collections Department in collaboration with the College of Education's Middle/Secondary Instruction and Technology program.
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Title: Photograph of mill houses, Dalton, Whitfield County, Georgia, ca 1927-1933?
Identifier: wtf013a
Publisher: Georgia State University Library, Special Collections
Contributor: Georgia Division of Archives and History
Temporal Coverage: 1920s-1930s
Spatial Coverage: Dalton, Whitfield County, Georgia
Creator: unknown
Lesson: The Uprising of '34
Description: Dalton, late 1920s- early 1930s. View of mill houses along what is probably St. Charles Street. Note that the street is unpaved.
Rights: Copyright held by Vanishing Georgia, Georgia Division of Archives and History, Office of Secretary of State
Size: unknown
Source: Vanishing Georgia
Subject: Textile worker's strike; southern states; 1934; textile workers--labor unions--southern states; strikes and lockouts--textile industry--southern states; textile industry--southern states.
Note: n/a
Resource Type: photograph

Created by Georgia State University Library's Special Collections Department in collaboration with the College of Education's Middle/Secondary Instruction and Technology program.
Title: Photograph of mill houses, Dalton, Whitfield County, Georgia, ca. 1927-1933?
Identifier: wtf013b
Publisher: Georgia State University Library, Special Collections
Contributor: Georgia Division of Archives and History
Temporal Coverage: 1920s-1930s
Spatial Coverage: Dalton, Whitfield County, Georgia
Creator: unknown
Lesson: The Uprising of '34
Description: Dalton, late 1920s-early 1930s. View of mill houses along what is probably St. Charles Street. Note that the street is unpaved.
Rights: Copyright held by Vanishing Georgia, Georgia Division of Archives and History, Office of Secretary of State
Size: unknown
Source: Vanishing Georgia
Subject: Textile worker's strike; southern states; 1934; textile workers--labor unions--southern states; strikes and lockouts--textile industry--southern states; textile industry--southern states.
Note: n/a
Resource Type: photograph

Created by Georgia State University Library's Special Collections Department in collaboration with the College of Education's Middle/Secondary Instruction and Technology program.

Title: BOYLSTON COTTON MILLS DALTON, GA.
Identifier: wtf016a
Publisher: Georgia State University Library, Special Collections
Contributor: Georgia Division of Archives and History
Temporal Coverage: 1920s
Spatial Coverage: Dalton, Whitfield County, Georgia
Creator: unknown
Lesson: The Uprising of '34
Description: Dalton, 1920s. Interior of spinning room at Boylston Crown Mill located on South Hamilton Street.
Rights: Copyright held by Vanishing Georgia, Georgia Division of Archives and History, Office of Secretary of State
Size: unknown
Source: Vanishing Georgia
Subject: Mills--mill work--Georgia; Textile worker's strike; southern states; 1934; textile workers--labor unions--southern states; strikes and lockouts--textile industry--southern states; textile industry--southern states.
Note: n/a
Resource Type: photograph

Created by Georgia State University Library's Special Collections Department in collaboration with the College of Education's Middle/Secondary Instruction and Technology program.
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Title: Photograph of Spinning Room at Boylston Crown Mill, Dalton, Whitfield County, Georgia, 1920s
Identifier: wtf016b
Publisher: Georgia State University Library, Special Collections
Contributor: Georgia Division of Archives and History
Temporal Coverage: 1920s
Spatial Coverage: Dalton, Whitfield County, Georgia
Creator: unknown
Lesson: The Uprising of '34
Description: Dalton, 1920s. Interior of spinning room at Boylston Crown Mill located on South Hamilton Street.
Rights: Copyright held by Vanishing Georgia, Georgia Division of Archives and History, Office of Secretary of State
Size: unknown
Source: Vanishing Georgia
Subject: Textile worker's strike; southern states; 1934; textile workers--labor unions--southern states; strikes and lockouts--textile industry--southern states; textile industry--southern states.
Note: n/a
Resource Type: photograph

Created by Georgia State University Library's Special Collections Department in collaboration with the College of Education's Middle/Secondary Instruction and Technology program.